
Handles & Brooms



Wet Mop Handles
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Plastic Heads
Revive Supplies products a complete line of mop handles; wood, fiberglass or metal 
for superior performance. Choice of styles; quick-change, stirrup, or jaw grip 
manufactured for tough jobs and priced to your budget. 

Heavy duty design for professional cleaning, our best handle style for all wet floor 
mopping activity such as damp mopping, stripping or floor finish applications. 
Styles include quick-change, jaw grip, or stirrup available in 60". 

Metal Heads
A good customer value for everyday cleaning, mop handle design has 
hardened a wing nut screw clamp and plated metal to prevent rusting. 
Available in 60", in a clear wood handle.

Spring Clamp Heads
Economical and easy to use in most wet floor cleaning applications. 
Spring clamp heads are simple as well as lightweight.

Screw Style Heads
Our screw style head is designed for screw type mops when less hand contact is 
preferred during soiled mop head changes



Replacement Handles
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Metal Threaded
A complete range of wood and metal tip handles are available for use with floor sweeps, scrapers, and 
deck scrubs. Your choice of threaded or tapered options; available in 48", 54", and 60" clear lacquered 
lengths for professional cleaning applications. 

 A durable metal thread design for tip reinforcement when used in heavy sweeping activities with a 
similar broom head; our best choice for professional cleaning outdoors or inside, available in 48", 54" 
or 60" lengths, packed 12 per case.

Wood Threaded
Exceptional customer value for everyday sweeping, clear lacquered, high quality 
pine fits most broom and floor scrub blocks. Available in 48", 54", and 60" lengths.

Wood Tapered
Economical; tapered pine handle style for use on non-threaded blocks such as floor scrappers, 
squeegees or light duty brooms used in floor cleaning applications. Our best solution in operations 
when less hand contact is preferred during quick toll changes.

Fiberglass Handles
HACCP compliant fiberglass handle selection to fit floor brushes, sweeps and 
squeegees for use in Food Service and Retail programs. Durable, lightweight, 
corrosion, resistant handles are available with standard ACME threads and perfect 
for everyday cleaning tool applications.

Clip-On Dust Mop Handle



Brooms
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Warehouse Brooms

Revive Supplies provides a full range of brooms, made of all corn, blended or plastic options for virtually all 
sweeping applications. Choice include warehouse, janitor, whisk, lobby and maid brooms using premium 
quality materials to provide superior cleaning results.

Janitor Brooms
A universal 28 lb broom style for use in daily floor surface sweeping; 
moving dust and debris  efficiently in most clean-up operations. 
Brooms are securely fastened to either a clear and black handle, a good 
choice in quality and value.

Maid Brooms
Durable; lightweight and ideal for housekeeping use when 
sweeping most floor surfaces. Full shoulder on fan style firmly 
secured to durable blue handle.

Lobby Brooms
Perfect for sweeping paper; light debris and litter from lobby 
areas. Manufactured with 3 sew stitching for strength using 
high quality natural or plastic bristle materials and is ideal for 
placement on utility carts.

Crafted full shoulder with 4 row stitching and metal band for 
durability to move dirt and debris while trapping dust particles; 
our best choice for sweeping, broom head available as all corn or 
blended fiber attached to clear, heavy duty handles.



Brooms
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Toy Brooms

Whisk Brooms
An industry leading best seller based on superb craftmanship, 
performance and durability. Made from premium natural materials in 
100% corn or blended choices with a ball ring cap suitable for hook 
hanging.

Large, Upright Natura Brooms: UL Validated
UL validated Natura Brooms feature broom block and bristles that 
are made from 100% recycled plastic. Natura Brooms contains 50% 
more bristles than traditional angle brooms. Deeply, flagged 
bristles allow for quick and efficient sweeping of dust and debris.

Angle Brooms
Exceptional cleaning brooms; manufactured with all synthetic 
materials with flagged poly bristle tip to capture the finest dust 
makes this a practical choice for sweeping in hard to reach areas on 
all types of floor surfaces.

Lightweight brooms that are ideal for touch up sweeping in small 
areas such as guest rooms and lobbies. All corn or blended broom 
choice with two sew stitching that is firmly secured to a clear or 
red handle.

Institutional & Correctional Brooms
Crafted full shoulder with 5 row stitching for durability to move dirt and 
debris while trapping dust particles; our best choice for sweeping, broom 
head available as blended corn fiber attached to clear, heavy duty handles. 
No metals parts for inmate safety.



Push Brooms
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Fine Sweeps

Medium Sweeps
A great all purpose for use in daily resilient floor surface cleaning such 
as vinyl tile, linoleum or smooth concrete. Available in either plastic or 
wood block styles.

Heavy Duty Sweeps
Exceptional cleaning performance on unfinished surfaces; suited 
for heavy duty cleaning jobs where heavy debris and soils must be 
removed. Bristle options include Palmyra or Polypropylene in 
choices of wood or plastic blocks.

Engineered with flagged bristles to move dust, small particles and 
light debris off most floors. Your choice of wood or plastic block, 
available in 18", 24" or 36", packed 12 per case.

Street Brooms
Designed for superb results for removing the heaviest debris from a work 
area. Bristles options are; Polypropylene or Palmyra, staple set in 16" blocks - 
our best choice to keep street litter in check.
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